A unique added value opportunity

**+PLUS Pathways** add a professional component to the student’s BA or BS degree. The +PLUS Pathways are fully integrated into the individual curriculum at no additional cost or time to graduation.

A **+PLUS Pathway** enhances the Liberal Arts degree with academic and experiential learning that readies the student for employment or graduate school.

Students focus their core and free electives in an interdisciplinary series of six to ten courses designed to prepare them to apply their critical thinking, written, and spoken communication skills to their future professional goals.

**+PLUS Pathways Offered:**
- +PLUS Community Development
- +PLUS Community Health Promotion
- +PLUS Global Business
- +PLUS Health Policy
- +PLUS Human Resource Administration
- +PLUS Social Sciences

**+PLUS Clusters** consist of three courses focused on a theme. The +plus clusters may explore one academic discipline in depth or they may have an interdisciplinary focus on a related topic. These clusters of courses offer a rich Liberal Arts experience for students in all programs and are especially designed to focus the choice of electives to expand career options and enhance your degree.

By concentrating their core electives in a **+plus cluster** students will be aware of the links between the humanities, natural and social sciences, fine and performing arts and their professional goals.

**+plus Clusters:**
- +plus African & African American Studies
- +plus Biodiversity
- +plus Class & Society
- +plus Facing Crisis
- +plus Gender Issues
- +plus Human Emotion
- +plus Human Perception
- +plus Latino Studies
- +plus Mental Health
- +plus Movement
- +plus Shakespeare
- +plus Understanding Boys & Girls
- +plus Women’s Voices

Learn more...

For more information contact: Dr. Denise Mills, Coordinator of Integrated Programs at dmills@daemen.edu
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